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861 SERiES™ FLOOR BOXES 

4 1/4" 
[108mm]

Die-cast aluminum construction 
with three 1/2" [12.7mm] knockouts; 
two on the sides and one on the 
bottom. 18 cu. in. [295ml3] of 
capacity. Requires a 4" [102mm] 
diameter hole. Comes complete with 
a disposable cover, receptacle and 
cover sold separately.

861 Wood Floor Box

Complete with 20A duplex 
receptacle and brass cover plate. 
Die-cast aluminum construction 
with three 1/2" [12.7mm] knockouts; 
two on the sides and one on the 
bottom. 18 cu. in. [295ml3] of 
capacity. Requires a 4" [102mm] 
diameter hole.

861DB Wood Floor Box Assembly

All communication floor boxes accept 
up to four uTP connectors. Flush 
poke-thru-style flanges available in 
painted gray (861AMDTCGY), black 
(861AMDTCBK), ivory (861AMDTCVY), 
or brushed metal finishes in 
aluminum (861AMDTCAL) and brass 
(861AMDTCBs). slide covers match 
painted flange colors. Aluminum and 
brass flanges shipped with black slide 
cover. Brass flange also available with 
nonmetallic brass-color (AB) slide 
holder. Die-cast aluminum construction 
with three 1/2" trade size knockouts: 
two on the sides and one on the 
bottom. 18 cu. in. [295 cu.cm] capacity. 
Requires a 4" [102mm] diameter hole 
and overall floor depth of 1" [25mm]. 
Includes two (2) Ortronics TracJack 
inserts, two (2) Ortronics series II 
adapters and two wiremold Open 
system adapters. Assembled with 
scrub water gasket. For use on tile, 
wood, or carpet floors. Modular jacks 
sold separately.

861AMDTC Wood Floor Box Assembly

Complete with prewired 15A quad 
receptacle can be wired as standard 
or isolated ground. Flush poke-thru-
style cover is available in painted 
gray (861QTCGY), black (861QTCBK), 
ivory (861QTCVY), or brushed metal 
finishes in aluminum (861QTCAL) and 
brass (861QTCBs). slide covers match 
painted flange colors. Aluminum and 
brass covers shipped with black slide 
covers. Brass flange also available 
with nonmetallic brass-color (AB) 
slide holder. Die-cast aluminum 
construction with three 1/2" trade size 
knockouts: two on the sides and one 
on the bottom. 18 cu. in. [295 cu.cm] 
capacity. Requires a 4" [102mm] 
diameter hole and overall floor depth 
of 1" [25mm]. Assembled with scrub 
water gasket. For use on tile, wood, or 
carpet floors. 

861QTC Wood Floor Box Assembly

Cover has two 1/2" trade size conduits 
and one 3/4" trade size threaded 
conduit opening for feeding cables 
and wires through floor. Flush flanges 
available in painted gray (861FFTCGY), 
black (861FFTCBK), ivory (861FFTCVY), 
or brushed metal finishes in 
aluminum (861FFTCAL) and brass 
(861FFTCBs). Die-cast aluminum 
construction with three 1/2" trade 
size knockouts; two on the sides and 
one on the bottom, 18 cu. in. [295 cu. 
cm] capacity. Requires a 4" [102mm] 
diameter hole.

861FFTC 
Furniture Feed Raised Floor Box Assembly

861 Series Floor Boxes Ordering Information (continued)




